Orion Technologies
Client Meeting #3

Date: 9/26/07
Start Time: 12:30pm
End Time: 1:00pm
Location: Mr. Crossman’s office

Members Present: 3/4
Aleksandr Spektor
Nicholas Hogan
Kevin Marsteller

Clients Present: 1/2
Eric Crossman

Notes

1. Discuss Users:
   - Administrator: will only be our clients, have abilities to move devices, place new devices, ping devices, create other user accounts and manage those accounts
   - Faculty Administrators: Delegated control over specific departments and rooms, able to view all information about computers in the rooms they are associated with
   - Regular Faculty: Only view devices that they are associated with, limited access to information about these devices

2. Network Devices to be mapped:
   We will be mapping the same devices that were mapped by last year’s team: computers, wall boxes, wireless access points and printers.

3. Toolbox
   - The power to move devices, only given to administrators.
   - A search or list which will display all devices in database which lack location information
   - New devices will be created in database first, and then they can be selected and placed from the toolbox to establish the devices location information.

4. Navigation
   We will use navigation similar to that employed by last year’s team, but with the ability to jump to a specific room.

5. Weekly meeting times:
   We will be meeting every Wednesday at 12:30 with our clients.